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Abstract: The catalyst exsolved from nickel-doped perovskite oxide, La0.9Ni0.05Fe0.95O3, has been
proven to be effective for gas-phase reactions. To obtain the optimum amount of exsolved nanoparti-
cles from the parent perovskite oxide, control of the reduction treatment condition is vital. Here, the
effect of reduction time on the exsolved nanoparticle distribution, and thus the catalytic activity of the
high-temperature water gas shift reaction (WGSR), was investigated. Upon conducting a wide range
of characterizations, we assumed that the exsolution process might be a two-step process. Firstly, the
surface oxygen is extracted. Secondly, due to the unstable perovskite structure, the Ni ions in the bulk
La0.9Ni0.05Fe0.95O3 continuously diffuse toward the surface and, as the reduction progresses, more
nuclei are generated to form a greater number of nanoparticles. This assumption is proven by the fact
that, with an increase in the exsolution treatment time, the population of exsolution nanoparticles
increases. Moreover, as the reduction time increases, the high-temperature WGSR activity also
increases. The temperature-programmed measurements suggest that the exsolved nanoparticles are
the active reaction sites. We believe that this study is helpful for understanding exsolution behavior
during reduction treatment and, thus, developing a perovskite exsolution catalyst for the WGSR.

Keywords: water gas shift reaction; high-temperature; perovskite; exsolution; reduction time

1. Introduction

Fossil fuels, which are the primary source of energy [1], pollute the environment,
induce global warming, and are not renewable. One alternative clean energy source is
hydrogen [2,3]. It has a high energy yield of 122 kJ/g [4], which is about 2.75 times higher
than that of traditional hydrocarbon fuels [5,6]. For application, hydrogen must be stored
and transported easily [7]; for vehicles, the traditional internal combustion engine must be
effectively modified or replaced by hydrogen fuel cells [1,8].

Recently, because of the great potential of hydrogen utilization as an energy source,
hydrogen-producing technologies have been studied intensively [7,9–11]. In industrial
processes, methane reforming is currently the most traditional method for producing
high-purity hydrogen, followed by high-temperature water gas shift reaction (HT–WGS,
350–550 ◦C), low-temperature water gas shift reaction (LT–WGS, 250–400 ◦C) [12,13], and
preferential oxidation (PROX). In WGS reactions, CO and H2O are consumed, while CO2
and H2 are formed. The reaction is exothermal, and the equilibrium constant decreases
with an increase in temperature. Therefore, a low temperature is favored for a higher
production yield. On the other hand, a higher temperature leads to higher reaction rates.
Thus, in an industrial application, the WGS is performed in series with HT–WGS and
LT–WGS to maximize CO conversion.

In particular, the development of HT–WGS catalysts is urgent but challenging because
the high reaction temperature is harsh for the conventional supported metal catalysts. The
metal catalysts produced by conventional methods, such as impregnation, deposition, or
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co-precipitation, may afford a weak interaction between the support and the metal, and,
thus, easily lose their activity due to sintering or carbon poisoning. In this regard, the
development of an exsolution catalyst from perovskite is considered a game changer in the
field of heterogeneous catalysis [14].

“Exsolution” is a process that was initially observed on perovskite-type oxide mate-
rials (ABO3) during a controlled reduction process [15]. When certain transition metal B
cations are doped into a perovskite oxide, B metal nanoparticles (NPs) are formed as a
consequence of the exsolution process. As the exsolved NPs are uniformly anchored to the
perovskite surface, the exsolution catalysts are essentially expected to be thermally stable,
and resistant to poisoning from carbon coking. Therefore, they offer powerful alternatives
to the aforementioned traditional supported metal oxide catalysts. The exsolution catalysts
derived from perovskite oxides have been widely applied to dry reforming of methane
(DRM) and steam reforming of methane (STM), and have obtained enhanced activity and
stability [7,16,17]. However, their application to HT–WGS has been seldom studied.

Ni-based catalysts are considered to have great potential for HT–WGS due to their
high catalytic activity and rich resources. They are also much cheaper than precious metal
catalysts [7–12]. However, there are two main limitations to employ the Ni-based catalysts:
one is the undesired CO/CO2 hydrogenation to form methane; [13] the other is that the
nickel is prone to sintering at high temperatures that cause catalyst deactivation [16]. On
the other hand, the commercial catalysts of HT–WGS are composed of Fe2O3–Cr2O3, where
Fe2O3 is the active site, and Cr2O3 plays an important role in preventing the active site
from sintering [3]. Unfortunately, since hexavalent chromium (Cr+6) is water soluble and
carcinogenic, it has weak long-term stability, and is harmful to human health [10,11,13,18].
Therefore, to prevent environmental pollution and protect human health, it is necessary
to develop a Cr-free catalyst for HT–WGS [13]. The ferrate-based perovskite (LaFeO3) in
which Pd, Pt, and Rh were dissolved was successfully applied to the catalysts for automo-
bile exhaust gas control [19]. As described above, the exsolution catalyst is considered an
excellent candidate for HT–WGS.

To maximize the activity of the exsolution catalyst, many factors require optimization.
Several effective methods, based on the intrinsic bulk properties, have been reported to
control the exsolution process, and, thus, tune the exsolved NPs; accelerating the exsolution
via the introduction of A-site deficiencies [20,21], making the process facile by doping the
B site with more reducible elements than the host B site [22], and stabilizing the surface
segregation of metals by creating sufficient oxygen vacancies [23]. In addition, tuning
the reduction environment is also a way to tune the surface NPs, in order to enhance the
catalytic activity [24].

The most important novelty of this study is the application of the perovskite exsolution
phenomena to the high-temperature water gas shift reaction for hydrogen production.
Additionally, we focus on the effect of the reduction time on the distribution and catalytic
activity of exsolved NPs. We selected LaFeO3 as a model perovskite oxide because it is the
most widely used, and chose nickel as the B site dopant, because Ni-based catalysts are
low-cost, highly active, and non-pyrophoric under HT–WGS reaction conditions [13]. We
found that, as the reduction time increased from 5 to 10 h, the size of the exsolved NPs
changed little, but more Ni particles were nucleated on the surface, while maintaining the
main perovskite oxide structure. As a result, as the reduction time increased to 14 h, the
catalytic activity of the reduction-treated samples increased.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Catalyst Preparation

The samples were prepared using the sol–gel method. First, citric acid, as the
complexing agent, was dissolved in distilled water. Then, stoichiometric amounts of
metal nitrates, La(NO3)3·6H2O (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), FeN3O9·9H2O (Sigma–Aldrich, ≥98%),
and N2NiO6·6H2O (Sigma–Aldrich, 99.999%), were added to the solution with adequate
amounts of ethylene glycol (Junsei Chem., 99.5%) and anhydrous citric acid (Junsei Chem.,
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99.5%). The molar ratio of total metal cations to citric acid was 1:1. The molar ratio of
citric acid to ethylene glycol was 1:2. Thorough thermal stirring at 80 ◦C and evaporation
yielded a viscous gel, which was dried at 200 ◦C with a hot stirrer, then calcined at 1000 ◦C
for 4 h in a mantle to yield La0.9Ni0.05Fe0.95O3 (LNF). The powders were then reduced in a
tube furnace at 650 ◦C for different lengths of time (x hours) in a 100% H2 atmosphere at a
flow rate of 100 mL min−1 to yield LNF–Rx.

2.2. Catalytic Activity Test

The WGS reaction was performed in a continuous-flow fixed quartz reactor under
atmospheric pressure. A 30 mg sample was loaded and pre-treated with Ar at 150 ◦C for
30 min. A total 49 sccm of feed gas was introduced with 1.0 vol.% CO and 23 vol.% H2O
in Ar balance for the reaction. The gas hourly space velocity was 146,000 mL/(g·h). The
reactor was heated from 150 to 600 ◦C at 1.7 ◦C/min; it was held at every 50 ◦C temperature
step for 30 min to reach a steady state. The product gases were monitored using an online
gas chromatography system (GC, Agilent 7890) equipped with a packed-bed porapak
column (88599, SUPELCO, 10 ft × 1/8 in × 2.1 mm) in series with a Mol sieve column
(86163, SUPELCO, 3 ft × 1/8 in × 2.1 mm) and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD).
A catalytic activity test was repeated at least three times for each sample to minimize
human error.

The conversion XCO of CO and the yield YH2 of H2 were calculated as follows:

XCO =
[CO]in − [CO]out

[CO]in
× 100% (1)

YH2=
[H2 ]exp ·ρH2

nH2
·MH2

×100%
(2)

where [CO]in and [CO]out represent the CO concentrations in the inlet and outlet gas (vol.%),
respectively; [H2]exp is the H2 volume measured by GC; ρH2 is the mass density at 150 ◦C;
nH2 is the theoretical number of molecular moles derived from the reaction formula; and
MH2 is the molecular weight of H2.

2.3. Catalyst Characterizations

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using a Rigaku (D/Max-2500) diffrac-
tometer with Cu–Kα radiation operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. The patterns were collected
in the 2θ range from 20◦ to 60◦, with a scanning step of 2◦/min, except between 44◦ and
45◦, where it was 0.1◦/min.

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) was performed on a JSM
7800F PRIME with Dual EDS (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Particle size distribution and
particle density (particles per surface area of perovskite, µm−2) were calculated based on
pixel contrast from SEM micrographs using ImageJ. High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM) was performed on a JEM-3010 (JEOL Ltd.) operated at 300 kV.
A small amount of the sample was placed into a sample tube filled with 99.9% ethanol
solution and sonicated for 30 min; then, one to two drops of the dispersed slurry were
dropped onto a carbon-coated copper mesh (no.160) (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA, USA)
and dried in an oven overnight.

The surface oxidation states were analyzed using high-performance X-ray photo-
electron spectrometry (HP–XPS). Core-level photoemission spectra were taken at room
temperature (RT) in normal emission by using a monochromatic Al–Kα X-ray source
(1486.6 eV). Single spectral regions were collected using 0.1 eV steps. The binding energies
were referenced to the C 1s signal at 284.5 eV (not shown).

The specific surface area (SSA) of the samples was determined from the N2 adsorption
isotherms at 77 K using a BELSORP-MINI II (BEL-Japan, Inc., Osaka, Japan). Before the
measurement, the sample was degassed at 423 K overnight. The SSA was calculated by a
multipoint Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis of the N2-adsorption isotherm. The
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temperature-programmed measurements were performed in a quartz tube reaction system,
using a BELCAT-M (MicrotracBEL, Corp., Osaka, Japan). First, 30 mg of catalyst was
transferred to a quartz tube for pretreatment at 1000 ◦C for 30 min under Ar conditions
to eliminate impurities before the TPx tests. The samples were allowed to cool to RT, and
were then subjected to a H2 temperature-programmed reduction (H2–TPR) in 30 mL/min
10 vol.% H2/Ar at STP at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min from RT to 1000 ◦C, and held at
that temperature for 60 min. For the temperature-programmed desorption of O2 (O2–
TPD), the samples were pretreated at 150 ◦C for 30 min under He conditions, subjected
to O2 absorption in a 20% O2/He stream (30 mL/min) at RT, and purged in a He stream
(30 mL/min) for 30 min. Then, O2–TPD was performed in a He stream (30 mL/min) from
RT to 850 ◦C. Temperature-programmed desorption of CO (CO–TPD) was performed using
the same conditions as O2–TPD, but using the adsorption gas of the 10% CO/He stream.
The signals were recorded using a thermal conductivity detector. The CO temperature-
programmed reaction (CO–TPR) was performed after pretreatment at 150 ◦C for 30 min
under He conditions. CO2 signals were recorded by mass spectrometry (MS) during
heating from RT to 700 ◦C at 10 ◦C/min.

3. Results and Discussion

LNF catalysts were fabricated using a modified sol–gel method. Exsolution treatment
was performed at 650 ◦C in a H2 atmosphere. The exsolution time was increased from
5 to 10 h to assess the change in exsolved nanoparticles (NPs), and the catalysts were
denoted as LNF–R5, LNF–R7, and LNF–R10, based on their reduction time. The structural
change was first analyzed by XRD analysis (Figure 1a). The structure of the pristine LNF
was consistent with that of orthorhombic LaFeO3 perovskite (pdf # 88–0641). After the
reduction treatment, the parent perovskite structure was remained for all three samples. In
addition, a metal peak appeared between 44.5◦ and 44.6◦ (Figure 1b). Since the Ni metal
peak (pdf # 45–1027) and Fe metal peak (pdf # 87–0722) are located at 44.520◦ and 44.764◦,
respectively, and the location of the emergent peak is closer to that of Ni, the composition
is more likely to be Ni than Fe. As the reduction time increased from 5 to 10 h, the metal
peak shifted to a lower 2θ. This indicates unit cell volume expansion [17]. When the doped
Ni2+ is reduced to Ni0, lattice Fe3+ (ionic radius = 0.645 Å) is also partially reduced to Fe2+

(ionic radius = 0.70 Å), resulting in unit cell expansion. This will be discussed further in
relation to the subsequent XPS analysis.
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The size of the exsolved NPs can be calculated from the Scherrer formula based on the
XRD peaks in Figure 1b. The sizes of LNF–R5, LNF–R7, and LNF–R10 are 19.2, 21.0, and
23.3 nm, respectively. As the reduction time increases from 5 to 10 h, the size of exsolved
NPs slightly increases, while the main perovskite oxide structure is maintained. However,
the secondary phase, La2O3, begins to appear from 7 h of reduction treatment. As the
reduction time increases, the intensity of the La2O3 peaks keeps increasing, and, after 14 h,
LNF totally decomposes into La2O3, Fe, and Ni.

The surface morphology of the samples was observed using SEM and HR-TEM
(Figure 2). The pristine LNF surface was smooth and dense (Figure 2a,g). However, after
reduction treatment of the sample for 5 h, small NPs emerged on the surface, but the dense
structure was maintained (Figure 2b,h). With increasing reduction time, more NPs emerged
on the surface (Figure 2c–e), and, simultaneously, the parent LNF structure became less
dense. Table 1 lists the physical characteristics of the exsolved NPs. As the reduction time
increased, the NP size slightly increased. On the other hand, the population of the NPs
distinctly increased. The size tendency is in agreement with the XRD results in Figure 1.
This observation is also in accordance with the results of Tang et al. [25], who showed that
a reduction time of 30 h had no significant effect on the particle size, but the population
of the NPs increased by almost three times. Meanwhile, as the reduction time increased,
the surface area of the samples increased (Table 1). This was because more exsolved NPs
appeared on the LNF–R7 and LNF–R10 surfaces, thus leading to the larger surface areas.
Another possible reason for the surface area increase is the formation of La2O3 from the
partial decomposition of the LNF perovskite oxide. As a result, after a 5 h reduction
treatment, Ni NPs were successfully formed on the surface, without changing the support
structure. As the reduction time increased (but remained less than 14 h), more Ni NPs were
nucleated, and thus formed on the surface.
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Table 1. Physical characteristics of the reduction-treated LNF samples.

Reduction Time Surface Area NP Size 1 NP Size 2 NP Population 3

(h) (10–1 cm2/g) (nm) (nm) (µm–2)

5 3.3 19.7 19.2 32.6
7 4.9 20.5 21.0 44.3
10 8.3 23.6 23.3 51.6

Note: 1 Nanoparticle size is calculated from the Scherrer formula based on the XRD measurement; 2 Nanoparticle
size is statistically analyzed using the ImageJ program based on the SEM images; 3 The population of the NPs per
um2 is calculated by the ImageJ program based on the SEM images.

The oxidation states of each element were confirmed by XPS measurement. It should
be noted that the overlapping of the La 3d3/2 peak and the main Ni 2p peak [26,27] may
cause the oxidation states to be inaccurately estimated. Thus, XPS measurements for
lanthanum 3d and Ni 2p were not used, while those of Ni 3p were only used to estimate
its oxidation states. The oxidation states of oxygen (Figure 3a) were assigned to two
species by the binding energy EB: EB = 528.7 eV for lattice oxygen, and EB = 531.3 eV
for oxygen vacancies [28]. Before the reduction treatment, the oxygen vacancies were
38.0%, which may be due to the A-site defect [28]. An A-site defect of 0.1 mol caused
non-stoichiometry of the surface oxygen, leading to easier exsolution of the doped B-site
cation [19]. After the reduction treatment, the oxygen vacancies on the surface increased
to ~90.0% for all three samples. There were no obvious differences among these samples,
which indicates that the oxygen that can be removed from the lattice was consumed over
5 h. After reduction treatment for 5 h, the relative number of surface oxygen vacancies did
not change significantly.
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The oxidation states of the nickel were estimated from the evolution of Ni 3p species
(Figure 3b). The peaks appeared at 66.0 and 67.5 eV (green- and blue-shaded areas), which
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are the typical 3p binding energies for Ni0 and Ni2+ in oxides, respectively [26]. In the
pristine LNF, Ni2+ was the main peak. As the reduction time increased from 5 to 7 to
10 h, the Ni0 fraction increased from 36.2% to 38.2% to 43.5%, respectively; this change
indicated that, as the reduction time increased, more nickel oxide was reduced to metal.
A similar tendency for Ni exsolution has previously been reported [26]. This indicates
that the nickel in the LNF bulk lattice continuously exsolves to the surface under the
reducing environment.

In the Fe 2p binding energy analysis (Figure 3c), peaks were detected at 709.6 and
711.4 eV, which were assigned to Fe2+ and Fe3+, respectively [27,29,30]. The Fe2+ fractions
for LNF–R5, LNF–R7, and LNF–R10 are 51.1%, 55.8%, and 57.9%, respectively, which
indicates the partial reduction of lattice Fe3+ during exsolution treatment. The increasing
Fe2+ fractions results in unit cell volume expansion, and, thus, explains why, in Figure 1b,
the metal XRD peak shifted to a lower 2θ. The fraction of Fe metal was 0% for pristine
LNF, but the Fe metal peak appeared after the reduction treatment, and as the reduction
time increased from 5 to 7 to 10 h, the Fe fraction increased from 3.8% to 4.9% to 11.3%,
respectively. This concurs with the results of the XRD and TEM–EDS analyses, which
demonstrated that a small amount of Fe was reduced to Fe0 with the reduction treatment,
and, on increasing the reduction time, the amount of reduced metals was slightly increased.
The XRD, SEM, TEM, and XPS results led to the following two observations: firstly, with
the reduction treatment, Ni metal segregates from the bulk lattice, and emerges on the
surface to form NPs, without changing the parent perovskite structure; secondly, if the
reduction time is longer, it can generate a greater population of NPs. Most of the exsolved
NPs are nickel, but a small fraction of iron is also included.

The reducibility difference before and after the exsolution of LNF was monitored by
the H2 consumption during the temperature-programmed reduction (H2–TPR) (Figure 4a).
LNF had two hydrogen consumption peaks: a small peak at 312 ◦C caused by surface
oxygen reacting with H2, and a large peak at 456 ◦C caused by the reduction of Ni2+ to
Ni0 and the partial reduction of Fe2+ to Fe0 in the bulk. The reduced samples (LNF–R5,
LNF–R7, and LNF–R10) did not consume as much hydrogen as the pristine LNF did to
form a peak. As reported, the emergence of Ni on the surface occurred after the surface
oxygen was consumed by hydrogen [31]. Therefore, the subtle hydrogen consumption
peak in LNF–R5, LNF–R7, and LNF–R10 indicates that the oxygen consumption process
was already complete before 5 h, and that, after 5 h, it was mainly the nucleation and
growth of Ni NPs that occurred under the reduction. The highest temperature reduction
peak at >700 ◦C (not shown in Figure 4a) was assigned to structural changes due to the
collapse of the perovskite oxide [32–35]. The results of H2–TPR for a series of reduction
samples provided a possible exsolution process in which the surface oxygen was first
reacted with the hydrogen to form sufficient defects of the surface oxygen, followed by the
diffusion of the doped Ni to the surface while reducing Ni2+ to Ni0 and forming the NPs.
With the longer reduction time, more Ni ions were diffused to the surface, forming metal
NPs. This observation is in agreement with the XPS results, and has also been proven by
related research involving environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM) [31].

The O2–TPD spectra can be used to clarify the surface state of the NPs (Figure 4b). As
reported, the oxygen species observed by O2–TPD measurement can be assigned according
to the bond strengths between the adsorbed oxygen and the surface species [28]: physically
adsorbed oxygen < oxygen species that are located at surface vacancies < surface lattice
oxygen [36]. In addition, the desorption of molecular oxygen from Ni metal was reported
at 190–360 ◦C [37]. Therefore, in this study, the peaks appearing at ~350, 350–400, and
400–550 ◦C can be assigned to oxygen adsorbed onto the exsolved metal, oxygen species
that are located at surface vacancies (O2

−
(ad) and O−

(ad)), and surface lattice oxygen
(Olatt

2−), respectively [36]. The pristine LNF has one low-intensity peak at 363 ◦C, which
can be assigned to the surface oxygen desorption of O2

−
(ad) and O−

(ad) species, because
the A-site defects led to a slightly unstable perovskite structure with a small number of
oxygen vacancies [38]. This can also be confirmed by the above XPS analysis. In contrast,
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the LNF–R5 sample has a sharp peak at 325 ◦C, which is assigned to oxygen that had
adsorbed onto the metal surface, and another peak at 400 ◦C, which is assigned to the
desorption of surface oxygens, O2

−
(ad) and O−

(ad) species, which were adsorbed into the
oxygen vacancies. Similarly, LNF–R7 and LNF–R10 also have a sharp peak at ~325 ◦C, and,
as the reduction treatment time increases, the peak area increases. The appearance of a
sharp peak at ~325 ◦C for the reduced samples suggests the presence of exsolved NPs, and
the peak area indicates that more NPs were exsolved with an increasing reduction time.
This agrees with the prediction based on the XRD results and observations of the SEM and
TEM images. For LNF–R7, the peak appearing at ~400 ◦C is similar to the one in LNF–R5.
This implies that the oxygen vacancies on the surface of LNF–R7 were similar to those of
LNF–R5, which is consistent with the XPS O 1s measurement results. For LNF–R10, the
peak appearing at ~400 ◦C is slightly increased compared to those of LNF-R7 and LNF-R5.
This may be caused by the oxygen desorbed from the reduced Fe species [39]. As can be
confirmed in the XPS Fe 2p results, the amount of Fe increased from 4.9% (LNF–R7) to
11.3% (LNF–R10). This indicates that the O2–TPD measurement results are consistent with
the XPS results.
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CO–TPD and CO–TPR were performed to identify the CO adsorption species on the
sample surface. The pristine LNF absorbed much less CO than the LNF–Rx did (Figure 4c).
Moreover, as the reduction time increased, the area of the main CO desorption peak (at
310 ◦C) also increased. The good CO adsorption/desorption ability of LNF–Rx might be
due to the exsolved Ni metal NPs [40]. Since an optimum CO adsorption/desorption ability
can lead to higher CO oxidation ability [41], this also explains why the CO conversion with
LNF–Rx is higher than that with the pristine LNF, and the longer reduction time leads to
higher CO conversion. Moreover, another CO desorption peak appearing at 400 ◦C might
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be caused by the partially reduced Fe metal [42]. As in the XPS results, the Fe metal fraction
slightly increased from LNF–R5 to LNF–R7 to LNF–R10, and, thus, the peak area at 400 ◦C
also increased. The CO–TPD results suggest that the CO molecules are mainly adsorbed
onto the exsolved Ni NPs, and, as with increasing the reduction time, the Ni NPs increased,
and there was more CO adsorbed on and desorbed from the Ni NPs, thus leading to the
higher CO conversion.

The CO2 formation signals were collected while CO was continuously provided to
the cells for which the temperatures were increasing (Figure 4d). For the pristine LNF,
there existed three CO2 formation peaks, which were denoted as α, β, and γ peaks at
464, 705, and 950 ◦C, respectively. The α peak was formed by the bonding of CO with
the surface oxygen on LNF [31] The β peak was assigned to the lattice oxygen that was
bonded with Fe2+/Ni2+ [43], which is relatively more difficult to remove than the surface
oxygen. The γ peak was assigned to the lattice oxygen that was bonded with Fe3+, which
is the most inert, and, thus, only occurred at a much higher temperature. Since the pristine
LNF has more surface oxygen than the reduction-treated LNF–Rx samples, CO2 formation
on LNF is easier, although LNF–Rx samples have a stronger CO adsorption/desorption
ability, as determined by CO–TPD analysis. The α peak was largely decreased for the LNF–
Rx samples because, during the exsolution process, the surface oxygen was eliminated.
Therefore, when there is no external oxygen source supplied to the system, LNF has a
stronger ability to form CO2 than LNF–Rx. It is known that La2O3 is a non-reducible metal
oxide [44], which implies that only a small amount of its lattice oxygen is used. Since the
La2O3 peak in the XRD pattern was stronger in LNF–R10 than in LNF–R7 and LNF–R5
(Figure 1a), more La2O3 was formed in LNF–R10, and, accordingly, as the reduction time
increased, the γ peak decreased.

As discussed above, LNF provides a better CO2 formation ability when there is no
external oxygen source to the system, but, as will be discussed in the following WGS activity
analysis, LNF–Rx showed much better activity. Since H2O can often be the only external
source of oxygen in the WGS reaction, the external oxygen supplied by the dissociation of
H2O on the exsolved metal plays an important role in the catalytic activity. Based on the
O2–TPD, CO–TPD, and CO–TPR analyses, the exsolved metal was identified as an active
site for CO adsorption and oxygen delivery via H2O dissociation.

After the reduction treatment, the CO conversion in the HT–WGS temperature window
of 300 to 600 ◦C [9,45] was significantly increased and, as the reduction time increased,
it continuously increased (Figure 5a). The T50 at which CO conversion reaches 50% for
LNF, LNF–R5, LNF–R7, and LNF–R10 was 525, 445, 430, and 403 ◦C, respectively, and,
for the HT–WGS commercial catalyst Fe–Cr, the T50 was 458 ◦C. The increase in the CO
conversion of LNF–R5 after exsolution treatment was solely a result of the exsolved Ni
NPs because the reduction treatment did not cause any significant structural changes apart
from the exsolution of Ni NPs. Further activity improvements for LNF–R7 and LNF–R10
may be caused by an increase in the Ni NPs population, as the secondary phase La2O3 that
appeared in LNF–R7 and LNF–R10 was non-reducible [43]. During the catalytic conversion
of HT–WGS, the yield of H2 is as important as the CO conversion to avoid the undesirable
side reaction of CO/CO2 hydrogenation, forming methane [13,46–48]. The H2 yield of
LNF–R5, R7, and R10 was much higher than that of the LNF (Figure 5b), so the exsolved
NPs also increased the expected H2 production yield for HT–WGS. Similar to the CO
conversion, LNF–R10 had the best H2 yield among the reduced samples. The smaller size
and denser population of Ni NPs on LNF–R7 and LNF–R10 provide more active sites than
the LNF–R5, and, thus, those two samples showed better activity. The catalytic activity
results again proved that a longer reduction time can create more nuclei in the exsolved
Ni NPs, as more Ni atoms are able to emerge from the deeper bulk of the perovskite
oxide. More Ni NPs provide more active sites for the HT–WGS reaction; therefore, with an
increasing reduction time, the reduced samples continuously enhance the activity.
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for WGS; long-term stability of (c) CO conversion; (d) H2 yield comparison. Reaction conditions: 30 mg of catalyst, 100 sccm
of total flow (1 sccm CO and 23 sccm H2O vapor balanced with Ar) at GHSV = 146,000 mL/(h·gcat). Long-term stability
reaction conditions: GHSV = 146,000 mL/(h·gcat) at 500 ◦C for 50 h.

In addition to the enhanced catalytic activity, the reduced samples also exhibited
good thermal stability during a 50 h long-term stability test at 500 ◦C (Figure 5c,d). Al-
though LNF–R5 had the lowest activity among the three reduced samples, it showed better
long-term stability than the other two samples. After the 50 h HT–WGS reaction, the
CO conversion of LNF–R10, LNF–R7, and LNF–R5 decreased by 24.1%, 26.3%, and 23%,
respectively. Simultaneously, the H2 yield of LNF–R10, LNF–R7, and LNF–R5 decreased
by 13.5%, 14.6%, and 9.4%, respectively. However, LNF–R5 was more stable than the
others. During the first 5 h, the CO conversion of LNF–R10 and LNF–R7 decreased by
approximately 6.7% and 5.2%, whereas that of LNF–R5 decreased by only 2.2%. The slower
decrease in LNF–R5 activity might have been because the parent perovskite oxide remained
unchanged. As mentioned in Figure 1, once the parent perovskite oxides are partially
decomposed, the catalysts become less resistant to the long-term thermal conditions. The
activity and stability of each catalyst is summarized in Table 2. In summary, the activity
and stability results demonstrate that the exsolution catalyst not only improved the CO con-
version and H2 yield for HT–WGS, but also greatly remedied the shortage of conventional
loaded catalysts by preventing the active sites from sintering under a high temperature
and extended operation.
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Table 2. Catalytic activity and stability of the reduction treated LNF samples.

Sample Ni0/(Ni0 + Ni2+) T50
1 Xco Decreased 2

(%) (◦C) (%)

LNF–R5 36.2 445 23.0
LNF–R7 38.2 430 26.3

LNF–R10 43.5 403 24.1

Note: 1 “T50” represents the temperature that 50% of CO is converted to CO2. 2 “Xco decreased” represents the
CO conversion decreased ratio during 50 h stability test.

4. Conclusions

La0.9Ni0.05Fe0.95O3 catalysts for HT–WGS were fabricated using a modified sol–gel
method. Exsolution treatment was performed at 650 ◦C in a 100% H2 atmosphere. The
exsolution time was increased from 5 to 10 h to identify the change in the exsolved NPs. Ni
metal NPs were successfully exsolved from the lattice to the perovskite LNF surface upon
the reduction treatment. As the reduction time increased, the size of the exsolved NPs
did not change significantly, while the main perovskite oxide structure was maintained.
However, more Ni particles were nucleated, and, thus, more NPs were formed on the
surface. The H2–TPR results provided a prediction that the oxygen-consuming exsolution
process had already been completed before 5 h, and, after that, it was mainly the nucleation
and growth of Ni NPs that occurred under the reduction. Based on the O2–TPD, CO–TPD,
and CO–TPR analyses, exsolved metal has been proven to perform an important function as
an active site for CO adsorption and oxygen delivery by dissociating H2O. We believe that
our results are helpful toward the understanding of the exsolution process of perovskite
oxide, so that more effective thermal-resistant catalysts can be developed.
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